
 

Solo rules, Kristian Fosh and Quinten Lansu, in collaboration with Shamus Smith. Version 4.1 

Setting up the game 
1. Separate cards into four piles: 

a. Red Suits 
b. Attack cards 
c. Event cards 
d. Action cards (This includes Actions cards and Event Action cards). 

2. Take three (3) Red Suits at random. This is your starting crew. The remaining Red Suits make up the Red Suit Deck 
and should be placed on the table to your left. 

3. Add three (3) Attack cards to the Event cards. Shuffle. This is the Event Deck. Leave space for a discard pile. 
4. Add three (3) Attack cards to the Action cards. Shuffle. This is the Draw Deck. Leave space for a discard pile. 
5. Draw five (5) cards from the Draw Deck. This is your starting hand. Set aside any Attack cards drawn and redraw 

until you have five cards. Shuffle any Attack card set aside back into the Draw Deck. If you draw three of the same 
card, reshuffle all back into the Draw Deck and draw five (5) cards again. 

6. For a standard game, find the Mission Start (M0) and the Mission End (M10) cards. Place ten (10) Event cards 
(face down) to create a complete Timeline. 

7. Flip the first Event (E1) in the Timeline. This is your first Event to complete. 
 

 
NOTE: If the first event is an Attack card, process the Attack as normal and draw a new Event card from the Event Deck for 
position E1 and add it to the Timeline (if the second card is an Attack, return it and draw again). 



Playing the game 

Winning and losing 

To win the game, you need to complete all 10 Events with at least one surviving Red Suit. If you have no Red Suits 
alive, you have lost the game and this mission has come to an end. 

The game rounds cycle through a Player Phase and Event Phase until the win or lose conditions are met. 

 

Player Phase 

The Player phase exists in two stages – Action and Recovery. 

Action 

• In the Action stage, the player plays as many Actions from their hand as they wish to do, as with a 
Multiplayer game. 

• Any cards that have been chosen must be placed face up on the Draw discard pile and then the 
corresponding action is played out. 

Recovery 

• In the Recovery stage, the Player must place a card on the timeline, if they are able to so. If not, move to 
replenishing your hand. 

• The Player may now replenish their hand with as many cards as they have used in this turn from the Draw 
pile. They may not have more than five (5) cards in their hand at any time. 

• If an Attack is drawn, process the Attack by either playing a Teleport card or by losing a Red Suit. Do not draw a 
replacement card. 

 
NOTES: 

 
• If, at any time, the player has three of the same card type (e.g. three Sabotage cards), immediately flip over (kill) a 

Red Suit (no Teleport!) and discard the three cards into the Draw Deck discards.  
• If the player is forced to discard the last card from their hand, leaving them with an empty hand, immediately flip 

over (kill) a Red Suit (no Teleport!). 
• Attack cards that have been discarded are ignored and are considered to be a lucky escape or false alarm. 

 
The player phase is now complete, and it is time to move to the Event phase. 
 
 
The Event Phase 
Like the Player Phase, the Event Phase is played in two stages – Replace and Flip 

Replace 

• If an Event was completed in the Timeline at the end of the Player Phase, draw a ‘Reaction card’ from Draw Deck. 
This card impacts the player immediately. See the table below for the various outcomes. The player can use cards 
from their hand to stop this reaction, such as using a Sabotage card to stop any action, or a Teleport to stop an 
Attack card. 

• Should no Event have been completed in the Player Phase, move onto the Flip stage. 
 
Flip 

• Flip over the next face down Event in the Timeline. 
• If all 10 Events are previously or are now face up, swap the final Event card with one from the Event card 

draw pile. 
• Should an Attack card be turned over during the Flip phase, process the Attack as normal – play a Teleport 

card or lose a Red Suit. Once the card is played and, assuming you have any Red Suit left in your crew, 



remove the Attack card from the Timeline and draw another Event to put in its place. If you draw another 
Attack card, place it back in the Event draw pile, shuffle and draw again. Repeat until you draw an Event 
other than an Attack card. 

 
 
Table 1: Action card rules 
 

Card As player action As a Reaction draw 
(Cancelled with player Sabotage) 

Recruit Draw a new Red Suit from the Red Suit Deck Play as an Attack card. 

Destiny  As per card Discard three (3) cards from the Draw Deck 

Teleport As per card (use this to stop Attacks) Return a Red Suit back to the Red Suit Deck 

Sabotage As per card (use this to stop “reactions”) Add a new Attack card to the Draw Deck. Shuffle 
the Draw Deck. 

Infiltrator Draw a card (Draw Deck). Discard any Attack 
cards drawn and draw again. 

Player discards a card from their hand at 
random 

Shuffle Shuffle the Draw Deck discards into the Draw 
Deck Discard three (3) cards from the Event Deck 

Distraction Skip to Event Phase (no player card refresh) Skip to Event Phase (no player card refresh) 

 
 
Tips: 

• Watch the Draw Deck. Don’t let it get too low before you play a Shuffle action. An empty Draw Deck could 
be game over. 

• Don’t forget to discard a card from your hand for every uncompleted Event in the Timeline before you 
draw back up to five (5) cards at the end of the Player Phase. 

• Too easy? Add 4 or more Attack cards to the respective decks during set-up. Try 15 (M15) or 20 (M20) 
Events in the Timeline. 

• Too hard? Try only adding reducing the Attack cards such as two (2) Attack cards to the respective decks 
during set-up. 

 
We really hope you enjoy the game this way and look forward to any feedback or ideas you might have! 


